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World-Class Math 

Proficiency by 
Third Grade 

A Family Math Newsletter 
                                                                 Plug math into conversations with children. 

Dear Readers,  
 With guidance from my Top-Ten List and information from this newsletter, you can help your 
children attain world-class proficiency by developing a family culture that incorporates foundational 
math ideas into everyday conversations and activities.  Studies identify the ages 3-10 as “Years of 
Promise” in a child’s education1 and identify early math skills as strong predictors of future 
achievement in both math and reading.2   
 
 Issue 2 focuses on how family members, caregivers, and teachers can unite efforts to give 
young children an early start in multiplicative thinking so that they will more easily master the 
multiplication tables by the end of third grade.   Additionally, Issue 2 revisits the question of why 
China is ranked 6th in math achievement and the U.S. is ranked 40th.  To build my case, I use excerpts 
from the 2017 book Little Soldiers: An American Boy, A Chinese School, and the Global Race to 
Achieve.   
     Amanda Neel Davis, Ph.D. (amandandandand@gmail.com)    

 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
Issue 2: Multiplication Tables by the End of Third Grade 

 
 This second issue relates to Goal #2 on the Top-Ten List of math goals for third 
graders – the goal of memorizing all one-digit addition and multiplication facts. Please note 
as we begin, we will focus only on multiplication3 because fact memorization by the end of 
third grade can be a game-changer for a child’s educational outcomes. Mastery of the 
multiplication facts in elementary school builds foundations for deep understandings of 
fractions, decimals, and per-cents.  By 8th grade, students should be able to apply their 
understanding of fractions to reason proportionally and think algebraically.4   

 
1 Years of Promise: A Comprehensive Learning Strategy for American Children” was a report produced in 1996 by a task 
force of the Carnegie Corporation.  The report identified ages 3 to 10 as important years for teaching and learning.  
Suggestions were then made about how to use these years for producing significant achievement benefits in later 
schooling and thus improving 4th grade scores on NAEP.   
2 A 2007 article in Developmental Psychology (Duncan, Dowsett, & Claessens) reported surprising results of a 
longitudinal study in favor of early math skills. Researchers had expected early literacy and behavioral skills to dominate 
the list of high-achievement predictors. 
3 One-digit addition facts will be considered in Issue 3 (Goal #3: solving story problems). 
4Students who enter high school with these capabilities are likely to be placed in advanced-track classes in math and 
science. According to a 1997 report entitled “Math Equals Opportunity” students who are placed in advanced math 
classes in high school are much more likely to go to college, excel in college, and have lucrative careers.  
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 Be aware, however, that hasty, rote memorization of the multiplication facts just 
before the math achievement test at the end of third grade does not produce deep and 
synapse-creating understandings.5  Students who have deep understandings of 
multiplication as the total of equal-sized groups have much quicker ways of counting things 
than “1,2,3,...”  They also have a power-start for deep understandings of fractions, decimals, 
and per-cents.  Let me illustrate this here by using the multiplication fact 5 x 7 = 7 x 5 = 35. 
The table below presents connections between 5 x 7 = 35 and understandings of fractions, 
decimals, per-cents, and proportional reasoning. 

 
 
Power-Chat 1: The 2, 4, 5, and 10 Multiplication Facts 
 Here’s a table displaying the 100 multiplication facts children should know by the end 
of third grade. Note that the 2, 4, 5, and 10 columns are highlighted.  One of my favorite 
reference books for math teachers and parents is an amazing book containing ideas for 
conversations and activities to help children on 
all different levels acquire world-class math 
proficiency. The book suggests that learning 
the multiplication facts in groups produces deep 
understandings and fluency in application.6  
Now recall that in Issue 1, I suggested posting 
a 100-grid table so that young children could 
become familiar with it and interact with it at an 
early age. In contrast, this table of multiplication 
facts is for adult use as a reminder to look 
continually for everyday examples of fact 
applications and talk about them.   I selected 
the 2, 4, 5, and 10 facts to highlight because 
these will become particularly useful later in 
working with fractions, decimals, and per-cents 
as in the following table.  

 
5 Remember about synapses from Issue 0....When we learn new ideas, electric currents fire in our brains creating 
physical connections called “synapses.”  If we visit a new idea only once or in a superficial way, then the synaptic 
connections will soon disappear.  However, if we learn something deeply, revisiting the idea periodically over several 
years, the synaptic activity will create lasting connections and form structural pathways. (Jo Boaler, Mathematical 
Mindsets, 2016) 
6 Elementary and Middle School Mathematics: Teaching Developmentally (Van de Walle, Karp, and Bay-Williams 2010) I 
loved using this book as a textbook for my college course, “Math for Elementary Teachers.” 
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2-facts 
2 x 9 = 18 

9
18 =

1
2 =

50
100 = 0.5 = 50% 5-facts 

5 x 8 =40 
8
40 = 	

1
5 =

20
100 = 0.2 = 20% 

4-facts 
7 x 4 =28 

7
28 = 	

1
4 =

25
100 = 0.25 = 25% 10-facts 

10 x 6 = 60 
6
60 = 	

1
10 =

10
100 = 0.1 = 10% 

 
5 Fingers on 2 Hands Makes 10 Fingers 
 An introduction to multiplication might 
begin by enthusiastically showing an infant or 
toddler that he has five fingers on each of his 
two hands. Let young children hear adults and 
older children counting by fives and tens to 
determine the total number of fingers in the 
family.  Then, you might add toes to the finger 
conversations.  For the 2-facts, look for 
opportunities to talk about two-ness and 
pairing. One person has 2 eyes; 2 ears; 2 arms; 
and 2 legs but only one nose.  Count pairs of 
shoes. Other conversations about counting in 
groups of 5 may involve tally marks, counting 
nickels or seconds on a clock.  Recall that in 
Issue 1 we counted to 100 the quick way by 
10s by saying, “10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 
100.”  You might also combine counting by 10s 
with place-value constructions of a number with 
stacking cubes (“10, 20, 30 plus 5 is 35”). 
 
 

See Multiplication with Arrays  
 For a hands-on and visual 
approach to the 2- and 4-facts, try 
beginning with a 2 by 2 array of counters, 
shapes, coins, or other concrete material.  
The first array will be easily recognizable 
as 4 things (arranged in 2 rows and 2 
columns).  Now, let the child build on it to 
form new arrays. First make arrays with 
two things in each row.  Talk about how 
there are two rows with two items in each 
row.  Next, move to arrays with 4 things in 
each row.  For the 2-facts and the 4-facts, 
engage children in conversations about 
the total number of legs for 2 people, 3 
people, etc. , as well as the total number 
of legs of several dogs, cats, birds, pigs, 
or chickens.  
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Other Visual Images of Multiplication 
 With something as important and as challenging learning the multiplication facts by 
the end of third grade, visual images of multiplication – everyday scenarios, concrete 
materials, drawings– should be flowing through children’s brain synapses many times over 
the 7 or so “Years of Promise.”  The next poster illustrates connections between 
multiplication with money, area, and time.   

 
• 4-Facts (Money and Goal # 7): Use quarters and dollar bills to count the number of 

quarters in each dollar- 4 quarters is $1; 8 quarters is $2; 12 quarters is $3; and 16 
quarters is $4.  Before beginning fold each dollar bill into halves and then fourths. 
Then unfold the dollars to place the quarters. As another activity, you might ask 
children count dollars by stacking quarters in 4s and 8s.  

• 4- and 2-Facts (Area and Goal #9): Construct rectangles using 1-inch square tiles. 
Filling rectangles with square tiles provides an early introduction to area. Deep 
understandings of area concepts build foundations for understanding calculus.  You 
can cut square tiles from poster paper or order a plastic set online. Note that both 
rectangles in the example have the same area (12 square inches) but different 
shapes and perimeters. Rectangle A represents the multiplication fact 4 x 3 = 3 x 4 = 
12, and Rectangle B represents 2 x 6 = 6 x 2 = 12. 

• 5-Facts (Time and Goal # 7): Many good conversations about telling time can arise 
when the face of an analog clock is present. At 6:30, or half-past six, the long hand 
has completed half of the hour’s rotation. In the same amount of time the short hand 
has moved half-way between the 6 and the 7.   

 
Power-Chat 2: Mental Audio Recordings of Multiplication Facts   

In the years after third grade, math-proficient students will sometimes say the needed 
fact in their minds as they work. I know that I still do.  Memorizing skip-counting sequences 
can be a useful precursor to quick recall of multiplication facts. Numerous skip-counting 
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song videos can be found on YouTube.  Or better still, engage children in an active skip-
count.  Adults can initiate verbal skip-counts when taking a walk outside or riding in the car.  
Skip-counts can be inspired by everyday activities such as counting pairs of shoes or 
counting seconds on a clock– 5, 10, 15, 20.  Another audio (and visual) strategy for gaining 
familiarity with a group of facts is to think of multiplication as repeated addition.   For 
example, suppose we have three plates on a table and there are 5 cookies on each plate. 
“Look! There are 5 + 5 + 5 or 15 cookies in all.”  The following table describes both skip-
counting and repeated addition approaches for structuring fact learning.  

 
Patterns, Sequences, and Algebraic Thinking 
 Use your math lenses and look back over the skip-count/repeated addition table to 
discover number patterns.  Recognizing patterns and sequences which arise in math, 
science, and other aspects of our lives lay powerful foundations for algebraic thinking.  From 
looking back over my experiences teaching math on many levels – middle school, high 
school, and college – I envision the study of algebra as having two main purposes:  

1. Solving for x, and 
2. Relating y (a second number) to x 

I will save discussion of solving for x until Issue 3 and solving story problems.  Here, let’s 
think about the relationship between the two variable quantities x and y that fit into a pattern, 
sequence, or rule.  A variable value for x is the input number of the relationship and the 
accompanying value for y is produced by observing the pattern or activating the rule. Here is 

an example of an algebraic input/output 
table and some mental math games 
relating to it. The pattern in the input-
output table can be described in several 
different ways, but the algebraic equation 
for it is 

𝑦 = 3𝑥 
Any number, no matter how large or how 
small, can be selected as the input for x in 
this multiply-by-3 pattern.  Furthermore, 
the equation can be graphed on an x-y 
coordinate system and will include pairs 
(1,3); (2,6); (3,9); and (4,12).   
 

Multiplication 
Facts 

Skip-Counting 
 

Repeated 
Addition 

2-facts By 2s: 2, 4, … 2 + 2 = 4 

3-facts By 3s: 3, 6, 9, … 3 + 3 + 3 = 9 

4-facts By 4s: 4, 8, 12, 16, … 4+ 4 + 4 + 4 = 16 

5-facts By 5s: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, …. 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 = 25 

6-facts By 6s: 6, 12, 18,24, 30, 36, … 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 36 

7-facts By 7s: 7, 14, 21, 28,35, 42, 49, … 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 = 49 

8-facts By 8s: 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, … 8 + 8 + 8+ 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 =64 

9-facts By 9s: 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81, …  9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 = 81 
10-facts By 10s: 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90, 100, … 10+10+10+10+10+10+10+10+10+10 = 100  
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Power-Chat 3: Square Numbers 
 Let’s look back at the skip-counting/repeated 
addition table and now consider the interesting and 
important pattern of square numbers. The multiplication 
fact table on your right displays the first ten “square 
numbers.”  The 7th square number is 49. 
 
49 = 7 x 7 or 72 (read as “seven-squared”) 
 
Seven-squared (72) represents 49 in exponential 
notation, where 7 is the base and the raised 2, the 
exponent. What are the 11th, 12th, and 13th square 
numbers?7  The poster below provides a visual 
introduction to the square number concept.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Understanding exponential notation facilitates the study of numbers that are very large or 
very small.8  Furthermore, students who enter high school having had numerous 
experiences working with exponents will be prepared for advanced work with algebraic 
functions.9 
 
 This may be surprising to you, but Chinese primary-school students know about and 
understand square numbers.   In Issue 0, I mentioned journalist Lenora Chu’s book about 

 
7  112 = 121; 122 = 144; and 132 = 169 
8 109 (read “ten to the ninth power”) represents 1,000,000,000 or one billion. 10-9 (read “ten to the negative nine 
power”) represents 1/1,000,000,000 or one-billionth. 
9 When we relate y to x (algebraic purpose #2), we are defining an algebraic function.  Exponents are used in quadratic 
functions (y = ax2 + bx + c), and exponential functions (y = aex) are used to quantify growth and decay.  
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her family’s experience living in Shanghai and enrolling her young son a state-run school.10 
In her book, she describes an observation of a primary-school classroom lesson on square 
numbers.  The classroom walls are mostly bear and a large video screen dominates. More 
than 30 seven-year-olds are seated at tables facing the screen, and each student is 
equipped with a computer touch pad. All rise as Teacher Zhou, a slight woman, moves to 
the front of the room and begins the lesson. 

TEACHER ZHOU: Good morning, students. Please sit. (Students follow her 
instructions immediately and Teacher Zhou continues.) Yesterday, we learned from 
a video about square numbers. If I ask you to demonstrate a number squared using 
dots, can you do that?  
STUDENTS (chanting in unison): We can do that! 
TEACHER ZHOU: Begin! (The children’s heads drop over their electronic tablets 
and there were eighty seconds of silence.)  
TEACHER ZHOU: Now look up at the screen. (She, then, pressed a button and an 
array of black dots appeared on the screen at the front of the classroom.) Student 
Number Two! Stand up! (The boy rose to meet her challenge. The square number 
he had constructed on his computer touchpad was now displayed to everyone on 
the big screen. Next, he encountered Teacher Zhou’s rapid-fire stream of 
questions.) 
TEACHER ZHOU: What is this number? 
BOY (Student Number Two): Sixteen 
TEACHER ZHOU: How did you arrange it? 
BOY: Four dots in one line. 
TEACHER ZHOU: How many lines?  
BOY: Four 
TEACHER ZHOU: Please sit. 

 
 Chu devotes an entire chapter of her book to her own investigation into reasons why 
China is ranked 6th on the PISA math test and the U.S. is ranked 40th.11  She interviews 
Andreas Schleicher, architect of PISA, who shares some specifics about why math teaching 
is so effective here in Shanghai.   “The Chinese memorize what needs memorizing,” said 
Schleicher, “and use the rest of the time to go very deep in conceptual understanding.”  
Furthermore, he pointed out how Chinese schools teach a few things really well and 
continually advance understandings of those important ideas – what’s probability, what’s  
geometry; what’s an algebraic function.12   
 
To draw her final conclusions, Chu focused on a theory of researchers about Chinese 
success in mathematics:13  
 

“Mathematics skill is present in all cultures, but it will develop to a greater extent.                 
in those cultures that value it more highly.” 

 
10 Lenora Chu (2017) Little Soldiers: An American Boy, a Chinese School, and the Global Race to Achieve 
11 Chapter 11: “Let’s Do Math!” pages 247-270.  The PISA test (an acronym for Program for International Student 
Assessment) is administered to 15-year-olds in 70+ countries and is designed to measure the kind of advanced thinking 
and communication skills people need to thrive in the modern world. I first learned about PISA when reading a another 
book about education written by a journalist: The Smartest Kids in the World (2014) Amanda Ripley.    
12 Little Soldiers, page 266-7 
13 The study conducted by Jenny Zhang Zhou and others comparing math achievement of primary school students in 
New York City and Beijing found the Chinese students superior in every domain: number and operations, geometric 
shapes, problem solving, and reasoning. “Understanding Early Mathematical Competencies in American and Chinese 
Children” (2005) School Psychology International 42:3, 259-72. 
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Chu’s conclusions were also influenced by her son’s positive experiences in early math 
education, particularly the high expectations and the strong encouragement of effort by his 
teachers.  She closes the chapter with the following thoughts: 

“Perhaps children are more capable of learning subjects like math, 
even from a young age.  The first step is to believe that it’s both 

important and possible for our kids to accomplish.” 

 
Power-Chat 4: How old is your dog?  

Beginning at about age 2 or 3, age can be a 
favorite topic of conversation and one directed easily 
toward mathematics. If there are dogs in your family, 
your children may have noticed that their pets reach 
adulthood much sooner than older brothers or 
sisters and that dog life expectancy is much shorter 
than life expectancy for humans. Thus, this last chat 
in Issue 2 explores the 7-facts on the multiplication 
chart by estimating a dog’s age rate at 7 years for 
every one human year. 14  For example, a dog born 
4 years ago, will be approximately 28 years old in 
“dog years.” Thus, comparing human ages with dog 
ages can help children remember the 7-facts (one of 
the most difficult sets of facts to learn). Also, the 

idea of a seven-to-one (7:1) ratio of dog years to human years leads up the pathway of 
proportional reasoning. Begin by making a table for a discussion about current ages of dogs 
you know or dogs you have read about in stories.  Then guide older children in constructing 

a two-scale bar graph of their 
tabular results.  

  
 Proportional thinking is an 

important tool for understanding 
fractions and doing algebra. If 
middle school students become 
proficient with fractions and get a 
power-start on learning 
trajectories of proportional 
thinking and algebra, then world-
class math proficiency by 8th 
grade will be easily within their 
grasp. 

 
14 The actual maturity graph for dogs is more complicated than just a 1:7 ratio.  A female dog reaches puberty close to 
the end of her first year of life, placing her age closer to 14 than 7. Additionally, large dogs have a shorter life 
expectancy than smaller dogs.  The 7-factor works better for the middle age and older years.   
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Look at the table to your left and see the 
multiplication facts discussed in Issue 2 
highlighted in pink. Wow! 88% of the facts 
introduced and only 12 facts (12%) 
remaining!  Other goals related to the 
activities in Issue 2 were Goals #6 (bar 
graph); #7 (time and money); a #9 (area). 
Topics of algebraic thinking and proportional 
reasoning also were mentioned.   
 

Goal #2: A Learning Trajectory 
1. Goal #2: Know from memory all one-digit addition and multiplication facts along with related 

facts for subtraction and division. Use memorized facts, place value, number properties, mental 
math, and strategies other than calculators, to compute fluently. 

Kindergarten Sub-Goals:  Promote skill fluency by building early understandings of addition and 
subtraction, through experiences with everyday situations, small numbers, concrete objects, and 

drawings. Build understandings of multiplication with skip counting and row/column arrays. Build 
understandings of division through fair-sharing activities. 

 
Birth/ Age 3  
• Use conversations about 

fingers, hands, and pairs to 
encourage multiplicative 
thinking (Chat 1). 

• Show children row/column 
dot arrays with small 
numbers (Chat 1)  

• Initiate skip-counting songs 
and chants (Chat 2): 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10…  
5, 10, 15, 20, ... 
10, 20,30, 40, ... 

 

Preschool/Kindergarten 
• Introduce 2, 4, 5, and 10 

facts with visual images, 
concrete materials, verbal 
counts, as well as real-world 
examples (Chats 1 and 2).  

• Explore area, money, and 
time applications of 
multiplicative thinking 
(Chat 1). 

• Consider row/ column dot 
arrays representing square 
numbers:  1, 4, 16, 25, 36, ... 
81,100 (Chat 3). 
 

Kindergarten/  
Grades 1 through 3 and up 
• Use skip-counting and 

repeated addition to explore 
number sequences, 
patterns, and algebraic 
thinking (Chat 2).  

• Introduce exponential 
notation using square 
numbers (Chat 3). 

• Explore the 7-tables to 
consider human age to dog 
age as a 1 to 7 ratio (1:7) 
and to make a two-scale bar 
graph (Chat 4). 
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Closing Thoughts:  
What does an American culture that values mathematics look like? 
 
There are many lessons to learn from Lenora Chu’s inquiries into ways math is taught in 
China, but I don’t believe U.S. path toward world-class math proficiency will include the 
regimented methods used in Teacher Zhou’s classroom. On our side of the Pacific, math-
friendly cultures will be diverse and will also make math fun. Even in these times of social 
isolation, math within our families can be fun: 

• Talking about favorite numbers 
• Singing skip-counting songs 
• Looking for visual patterns all over our neighborhoods, and  
• Estimating the real ages of our dogs 
• Finding math in picture books read together  

 
On the last day of June, I read a New York Times editorial piece about the troubling 
uncertainties of how schooling will look for students in the fall.15 The thrust of the article was 
mostly negative, but in the only positive paragraph, Emily Oster, a professor of economics at 
Brown University, urged us to look at the pandemic situation as an opportunity to be 
creative. Her suggestion was adding to the educational workforce young adults who were 
disproportionately unemployed. Perhaps we could enlist these young, educated women and 
men into a “Teach for Math Proficiency by Third Grade” movement.  A movement like this 
could unite the efforts of families, communities, and schools in building math foundations for 
our youngest citizens.  What a perfect time to become a “born-again mathematician”16 and 
at the same time make the “Years of Promise” into life-changing experiences for our 
children.17 
 
Please contact me if you have questions, comments, or would like to be added to my 
distribution list. Your questions and comments will guide my future issues. Also, send me 
the names and email addresses of friends or colleagues who might be interested in 
receiving this newsletter.  
 
Amanda Neel Davis, Ph.D. 
140 University Park Drive; Birmingham, AL 35209 
amandandandand@gmail.com     Home Phone: 205-637-1290   Cell Phone: 205-200-8223 

 
15 Michelle Goldberg; “Remote Schooling is a Nightmare: Few in Power Care” (New York Times, June 30, 2020) 
16 See Issue 0:Embrace a Family Culture that Values Mathematics, pages 3 and 4. 
17 Years of Promise: A Comprehensive Learning Strategy for American Children” was a report produced in 1997 by a task force of the 
Carnegie Corporation.  The report identified ages 3 to 10 as important years for teaching and learning.  Suggestions were then 
made about how to use these years for producing significant achievement benefits in later schooling and thus improving 4th grade 
scores on NAEP.   
 


